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Two men and a 
cigarette 

What happens when young 
meets old on a lonely 1200 
km stretch on the longest  

Australian Plain? Well, that is what we 
get to find out in ‘Nullarbor’, a short 
animation film presented by the Lamp-
shade Collective. Bernie and Waddy 
meet each other en route the Nullarbor 
plain, ensuing an interaction that gives 
pleasure to none. While Bernie is a 
brash young punk looking for cigarettes 
to pass his time while driving, Waddy is 
a laid-back old digger who would not 
easily give up to an arrogant youngster. 
Where the two men reach in the end, 
can be summed up as ‘nowhere’, quite 
literally. “The conflict between Waddy 
and Bernie is born out of mutual rec-
ognition of past and present,” says 

Bernie and Waddy meet each other on the Nullarbor Plain 
ensuing an interaction that gives pleasure to none. Read 
on to know how Lampshade Collective race through the 

1200km stretch in 10 minutes and 80 seconds to tell their 
story in ‘Nullarbor’

Patrick Sarell, writer and co-director 
of the film. “They could essentially be 
the same person at different points in 
their lives. Waddy sees in Bernie, the 
folly of his youth and Bernie sees in  
Waddy, a lonely and depressing future,”  
adds Sarell.

The narrative of the film comes 
out of a combination of personal ex-
periences, travel stories of friends and 
the good and bad elements of the  
Australian people and their culture. The 
characters of Bernie and Waddy were  
designed from real life people. According  
to Alister Lockhart, director, co-writ-
er, along with creating the story-
boards and character designs says 
that Bernie was inspired from the  
youthful directors themselves for their  
irresponsible, reactive and impatient 
traits. Waddy was an amalgam of a  
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laconic, weathered old man, marginally 
based on Alister’s grandfather.

Replicating the 1200 km long 
plain in a 10 minutes and 80 sec-
onds long reel was no easy job. But 
what made things easier were the in-
numerable photographs taken by 
Mark Cunningham of his trip across 
the Nullarbor plain, extensive online 
research for lighting and landscape  
references and Daryl Munton’s contri-
bution as the CG Supervisor/ Producer.

The film with no dialogues, narrates 
the story with the help of sound and 
music. For example, Waddy challenges 
Bernie for a race with the roaring sound 
of his engine and Bernie accepts the 
challenge by doing likewise. “The sound 
design and mixing was a dream,” says 
Patrick. “We were lucky enough to work 

with Matt Bauer, who is an absolutely 
brilliant sound designer with a particular 
talent for animation. He put in a huge 
amount of work and love into Nullarbor 
and I think it really shows,” he adds.

Apart from the sounds, the narra-
tive of Nullarbor depends on the fa-
cial and scenic expressions. Therefore, 
working on the best available software  
becomes as important as the story itself.  
 
“I worked primarily with Photoshop, 
Painter and 3ds Max for the storyboard-
ing and concept art, as well as Adobe 
Premier for the editing,” says Alister. “I 
also used Maya on a limited basis, al-
though really only to tinker with shots 
and framing,” he adds. Along with 
these, Maya, Renderman Studio Pro, 
Nuke and Final Cut Pro were used to 
get the desired results.
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The challenges faced while mak-
ing a film, differs according to the roles 
the contributors play. According to the  
directors, the most challenging moment 
was coming up with the best way to  
end the story. It was not until they were 
well into the production process that 
they realized that Bernie was aggres-
sive but Waddy was passive aggressive  
so it made sense to ‘level the score’  
at the end.

On the other hand, Katrina Mathers, 
one of the producers of the film replies, 
“Finding the balance between time and 
budget was very challenging. I think if 
you’re very close to a project, there are 
always little things you’d like to change 
or areas where you’d like to keep work-
ing; but with a restricted schedule and 
budget, you have to ultimately know 
when to call it done. Overall, we were 
all very happy with the outcome.”

As it turns out, they were not 
the only ones happy with the out-
come. Apart from being screened 
across festivals across the globe,  
the film has won awards at the  
Melbourne International Film Festival, 
Palm Springs International Shortfest, 
Sydney Film Festival- Dendy Awards 
and Los Angeles New Wave Interna-
tional Film Festival.                           t

Alister Lockhart and Patrick Sarell 
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Official URL:

http://www.nullarborshortfilm.com

Twitter:

@lampshaders (The Lampshade 
Collective)

@katminsky (Katrina Mathers, 
Producer/Company Director)

@patsarell (Patrick Sarell, Writer/
CoDirector/Animation Director/
Company Director)

@whos_that_ranga (Alister Lockhart, 
Director)

@JasperPT (Jasper Parker Trenfield, 
Lead Animator)

From Left tio right: Jasper Parker Trenfield, Patrick Sarell, Katrina Mathers and  
Alister Lockhart


